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About This Content

The Overcooked Lost Morsel content pack continues the chefs’ crazy culinary adventure through six new campaign levels,
featuring challenging new kitchens set in an exotic jungle world, a new vehicle to navigate the world map in and six new chef

characters to unlock!

Contents

New world map, accessible via the new DLC option

New helicopter vehicle to navigate around the world map

New visual theme in-game, “Jungle”

Six new campaign levels

Six new chefs to unlock
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3 bucks in our local store (\u00a521) - sure it's short but we got a big kick out of it - with a lot of replay value, even.. I hate to
give it a negative review.

But 6 additional levels for 5 bucks is just to less.
I had hoped for a new equaly campain map as the main story.

There are new mechanics to the maps that makes the maps interessting but thats it, just 6 levels ...
Sorry, i had more hopes for the DLCs, after the 6th level i felt betrayed somehow.

The levels are not bad... but you know the "free" winter level has the same "amout" of levels.
So you make your decision if you want it.. As many of the other reviews state, this is a very short bit of DLC. My girlfriend and
I finished the "campaign" in an hour or less, but getting three stars on every level may provide roughly another half hour's worth
of entertainment. I got it on sale for 55% off and even then I was a little surprised at how short it was. If you thoroughly enjoyed
Overcooked and wouldn't mind some more of the same game, then I would recommend this. If you were hoping for new
mechanics and recipes, then do not bother for they are nonexistant in this DLC.

Also, be sure to observe the differences between "The Lost Morsel" DLC by itself and the Overcooked: Gourmet Edition
bundle. Since I already owned Overcooked, the bundle was essentially just "The Lost Morsel" DLC, but was actually a couple
cents cheaper than just buying the DLC alone.. I purchasefd the bundle, which gave me the dlc for a very small price. However
even then the content it adds is really, really small. No new receipes, only 6 more levels that do no introduce anything new.
There is not even any ending, or additional achievements!!!
The free dlc was awesome, and this one is really not worth the price in comparison.. "Way too short." This was the theme of the
reviews before I started playing and after completing the Lost Morsel, that review is accurate to a T.

Extremely disappointing in terms of value of money to content ratio. Will NOT recommend unless they add in free DLCs to this
expansion. To be honest.. this is barely an expansion.

The festive DLC was much better.. As everyone else say, it's super short and not satisfying. A few minor new mechanics to
change things up, but really not worth more than $2.
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Not the dlc i was waiting for. Too short , it sure didnt worth the money it costs. Also i am disappointed by not adding some
stages at versus mode.. My wife and I bought this after beating the main game, loving it and wanting more. We finished it in less
than 2 hours getting 3 stars on all 6 levels. Basically it left us saying "Is that it?"

My main complaint is that there were no new recipes. It was all the same recipes just in new kitchens. Most of them felt like
they were heavily designed with 4 players in mind, which makes them not quite as much fun for 2. The difficulty level was
pretty good though.

Overall, not worth $5, probably worth $1 or $2 if you loved the base game. If you play 4 player or you want more characters to
play as, you'll get more enjoyment out of this.. very short for its pricetag, no new mechanics, no new recipes, just 6 more basic
levels. pick it up for 1-2 dollars, not more. Me and my friend loved Overcooked, so I decided to pick up this DLC. We were
NOT expecting it to be this short, and for \u00a34, I wouldn't recommend it. It's good, but I think it's way too short and the
festive DLC was miles better and free.. way too short and.. why the chopper when your just on one island?
took me and my girlfriend 30 minutes to beat every lvl with 3 stars..

i think this shouldv been free dlc
not worth 5$, tho i really like the game so thats why i bought it instantly.. The DLC is VERY VERY VERY short. It's justs 6
new simple levels with no story at all.
Please, Ghost Town, be good to your fans!
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